Abstract. Community structure is one of the important properties of complex networks, and many algorithms have been proposed to detected community based on optimization of Modularity Q. In this article, A more effective theoretic model based information gain ratio (IGA) that combines optimizing modularity and reduce the ratio of information entropy is proposed. IGA algorithms reaches better community detecting results than information entroy-based and FastGN algorithm on both computer generated by benchmark graphs and real mobile social networks. According to experimental result compared the others cluster methods in different datasets, our method tries to detecting community with low information entropy and keeping not far-off modularity.
Introduction
Complex networks have proved to be a useful tool to model structural complexity of a variety of complex systems in different domains including sociology, biology, ethology and computer science. Community structure detecting studies based on complex networks has received increasing attention of researchers in the above listed fields. Since the community structure has tight relationship with the function of specific network. Such as people belonging to the same community are more likely to have common hobbies on topics, social functions and so forth in social network (Zhao et al, 2012) . Identiting significative network community structure and analyzing relevant properties is the pivotal issue. People have come up with many community detecting algorithm and quality evaluate methods. The most favoured way of such methods is using cluster or divisive generate gradational community structure and then calculate the modularity to evaluating quality of identited. The proposed approaches include Kernighan-Lin algorithm (Kernighan and Lin 1970), Girvan-Newman algorithm (GN) (Girvan and Newman2002), fast GN algorithm (FGN) (Newman 2004 ) and so on. However, the time complexity of above noted methods, except FGN, are huge. Meanwhile, the accuracy leave much to be desired. This paper aims to propose a computationally economical same as FGN and based on information gain ratio theory to getting a high accuracy. According to simulation result compared and analyzed with the classic detecting methods on artificial random networks to reveal the essential characteristic of modularity about community detection. This is the first insight of this paper.
The second insight of this paper is implemented the method to mobile social networks (MSNs) for detecting existing communities. Most studies until recently have focused on analyzing simple static networks. For example, Chan by utilizing k-clique to definite community in MSNs, they are just defined the MSNs as a single status network. However, some literatures developed community-detection methods for multilayer networks instead single-layer network, one of the best-known of generalizations was demonstrated by Mucha et al., who proposed a reformed 'modularity' function to the multislice version of multilayer networks so that each node belong to diverse network layer is assigned separately to a community. This is possible for the same entity to be in separate communities depending on the layer. Based on this property, MSNs are linked with different dynamics time. Interlinkage between the nodes as a function of time (multiplex network mining: a brief survey). In this paper, we first defined the MSNs as a multilayer network and then reform the prior presented method and apply it to multilayer network.
Entropy and Information Gain Ratio of Single-layer Network
Network community detecting is via algorithms to find sets of nodes that are connected more densely to each other than they are to the rest of a network. There are numerous notions of community character, that is Modularity by Newman proposed [1] . The modularity is defined as:
Where k is the number of network community, m denote the total number of links, ݉ represent the number of links within the ith community, ݀ is the sum of degree of the node i within the ith community.
In the field of information science, information entropy is always adapted to define the information value contained in one system. Here we also quantify the information of networks by the information entropy. The entropy of network system can be obtained by
Where n is the total number of nodes included in the network and ܲ is the uncertainly probability.
In this paper, we defined that if the network be detected to m communities, ݈ is the number of link within the community, ݈ is the number of link between the two communities. In order to find the more clear community structure, we need to obtain all potentially identified community through iterative analysis. The identified result every iterate step is closely related to the information entropy. We first defining the ratio of node degree and degree of all nodes as the significance of node.
Where N is the number of the network, ݇ is the degree of the node. Obviously, the greater degree of node, the node is relatively more important, analogously, the information entropy of node i is proportional to the degree of the node, and inversely proportional to the total degree of the network. According to the definition of Eq. 2, we express ܲ as the probability that node may be divided into community m. then, we can further to get the information entropy of a node by ‫ܪ‬ሺ݅ሻ = ‫ܭ‬ * ቀܲ
The value of ܲ obtained by calculated the ratio of node number within the community ܿ and total node number of network. A more obvious community structure should have greater value of Eq. 4. namely, within community are more dense links and that between of community more sparse. If we consider the community structure within a network [2] . The information entropy contained between communities of the network also can defined as (according to defined above)
The ‫ܥ‪൫‬ܪ‬ ൯ defined in Eq. 5 measures the information entropy contained in the community ‫ܥ‬ with others. We would suggest the smaller entropy value means the links are thinner. Information entropy Hሺܴܰሻ remained inside these community defined further as
According to the definition of Hሺܴܰሻ , the whole network information entropy of the already yield set of communities is split into two parts: one is the sum of total information entropy ‫ܪ‬ሺ݅ሻ and the other is Hሺܴܰሻ reflecting the information entropy of intra-community. There is no doubt that a distinct community structure should possessed more information entropy in communities and leave less outside communities, because the process of nodes aggregation is the process of community's information entropy lead to increase. According to the idea, we will adapt a heuristic approaches for reduce the value Hሺܴܰሻ.
Algorithm Analysis and Experiment
In the actual detection of community, we combine the theoretical ideas of Newman's fast algorithm [3] and information entropy. The iterations of merging those nodes simultaneously calculate the network's modularity. Finally get the detection result and modularity consist of every step and that the detection of largest modularity is the optimal community structure. To find the optimal merged node in every iteration step, we calculated the information gain ratio instead of information gain, so that can avoid always choose large community mergers. The algorithm method as below: Table 1 . The algorithm of solving the minimize problem in formula (6) .
Input: the given network G. Output: the best partitioned network ‫ܥ‬ 1.Initialization:
Initialize the network for n communities, that means each node is an independent community. Calculate the initial matrix ℎ and value ‫‬ . According to the principle of the greedy algorithm. Each merge should be carried out in the direction that maximum decrease value of ∆Q൫HሺRNሻ൯, meanwhile update ℎ and ‫‬ . 3. Repeating execute step 2, calculating the modularity in every step. Until all nodes merged to one community. The repeat execute n-1 times at most. 4. Finally we obtain a hierarchical partition results. Selecting the one of the partition corresponding maximal modularity as the best partition.
A widespread used method of evaluating the performance of ours detection algorithm is to generate randomly artificial networks that community structure is known, and then to compare the detection result of some method with the known community structure [4, 5] . In this paper, we here generate the community-known graph as RN<200,5,20,μ,7,30> by the LFR benchmark [6, 7] . Here, the number 200 is the number of nodes in the simulation networks, the 5 is the average node degree and the 20 is the maximum node degree, 7 and 30 respectively are minimum and maximum for the generated networks. The μ means the instability of the network's community structure and the more large the more mess. In our simulation experiment, we design 10 cases with μ taking different values from 0.5 to 1 by 0.05 in each generation step, and then we applied the proposed algorithm and the classic algorithm to the 10 networks respectively. For compare the performance, we used the normalized mutual information to estimate the goodness of the detection results given by those algorithm as compared to the known community [8] . The whole result is shown in Figure 1 . In a situation where the community structure is not obvious, our method obtained better performance than the classic FastNewman algorithm and common algorithm based on information entropy on the accuracy ratio.
Note that the modularity based on our method slightly lower than others two algorithm. The reason is that the community structure of artificial networks is not obvious, there are some 'swing' nodes and overlapping community. Furthermore, the real network structure is the same. Therefore, we can't simply use the modularity to determine the stand or fall of detection. Even so, the modularity based on our method close to 0.4. 
Apply the Method to the Mobile Social Networks
Community detection in mobile social networks has been well studied in literature. For example, Berger-wolf et al. [9] and Tantipathananandh et al [10] , they all aim to proposed a framework and then to identify communities and analyze their evolution in mobile social networks. In this paper, we focus to identify global communities in the mobile social networks contained real time.
Our work is like the study of Peter J. Mucha [11] . Which mainly redefined the formula of modularity adapted to the multiplex networks. The mobile social networks are heterogeneous and dynamic, such the nodes and links are evolve with time, so we first introduce and provide an expressive model for modeling real-world mobile social networks. Which is the multilayer network extended of the basic single-layer network model.
Model Definition
The method is to cut a time series of mobile social networks into many time slices according to the same time domain. Then re-connected nodes between adjacent time slice. The multilayer network of this period of time is constructed by these time slices. In order to clearly define the multilayer network model, we defined a multilayer network as a triplet G〈ܸ, ‫ܧ‬ ௧ , ‫ܧ‬ ௧ 〉 where V = ሼ‫ݒ‬ ଵଵ , ‫ݒ‬ ଵଶ , … , ‫ݒ‬ ଶଵ , … , ‫ݒ‬ ௦ ሽ is a set of nodes, ‫ݒ‬ ௦ represent the ݅ node in s slice. ‫ܧ‬ ௧ = ሼ݁ ଵଶଵ , ݁ ଵଶଶ , … , ݁ ଶଷଵ , … , ݁ ௦ ሽ represent the edge sets between the adjacent slices, the ݁ ௦ is the edge joint same node ݅ on two adjoining slice. ‫ܧ‬ ௧ = ൛݁ ଵଶଵ , ݁ ଵଷଵ , … , ݁ ଵଶଶ , … , ݁ ௦ ൟ is the edge sets on each slice, the ݁ ௦ is the edge of the node ݅ and ݆ on slice ‫.ݏ‬ In order to adapt this model to our proposed algorithm. Typically, one first operation to apply to multilayer networks is network flatten. This consists on transforming the multilayer into a monoplex network. Flattened network is obtained by applying a layer aggregation function. Our function is flatten a multilayer network into block matrix constituted by intra-slice adjacent matrix and inter-slice diagonal matrix. Figure 2 illustrates flatten process. As show in the figure, ‫ܣ‬ ଵଵ , ‫ܣ‬ ଶଶ , ‫ܣ‬ ଷଷ represent intra-slice adjacent matrix of 2 network layer. ‫ܮ‬ ଵଶ , ‫ܮ‬ ଶଷ represent diagonal of inter-slice. 11 12 Figure 2 . Multilayer flattened to monoplex network. Now, we apply our method on the monolex network flattened by four typical real mobile social networks. Following is the specific introduction: Cambridge lab dataset and Info 05 dataset be applied to the proposed research method. The numbers of nodes and slices sum be partitioned of two MSNs are listed in From the above analyzes based on the artificial generated and community known networks, this paper's method received a satisfying accuracy of detecting community. By using our multilayer network community detection procedure, we also get higher modularity and good detection performance in Table 3 . To help understand the change of community in time series about the MSNs. We plot the heat map of two experimental data in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Multislice community detection of info05 and CambLab coupling of 6 slices across 3 days and 6 days respectively. Colors depict community assignments of the member nodes in each of the splitted slices.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper introduces a community detection method based on information entropy called IGA which tested on artificial networks that community structure is known. The algorithm based on minimize the information entropy between the two communities of networks. In each iteration of the algorithm, the method merge two community that the value of information gain ratio is minimum. By experiments, the algorithm performs well than earlier method in terms of accuracy. Finally, the algorithm is well suited to manage dynamically changing networks (MSNs). IGA algorithm only detects the non-overlapping communities. However, in real networks nodes may belong to not only one community. In the future study this algorithm may be used to identify the overlapping communities. And additionally, for large MSNs dataset, we need apply this algorithm to parallel computation framework for reducing time consumption.
